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Philosophical Perspectives, 11, Mind, Causation, and World,1997

WIDE CAUSATION'

Stephen Yablo
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

1. Introduction
Are physical events subject to mental influence? Even to raise the question
suggests what the answer had better be. Deny mental causation and you are denying thatanyoneeverdoes anything:answera questionor anythingelse.2Tongues
may wag and arms may wave about, but there is no action unless these things
occur at the bidding of appropriatemental states. Nor is action the only casualty
if mental states arephysically inert. Smirking,beaming, moping about,shivering
in anticipation,raising a skeptical eyebrow, favoring a tender limb-these are
just an inklingof the humanphenomenamakingno sense in a worldwherethoughts
and feelings keep causally to themselves.
Of course, to say that mental states had better be physically influential does
not begin to explain how such a thing is possible. And the fact is that bafflement
aboutthe how of mental causationhas been growing, to the point that doubts are
now creepingin aboutthe whether.A good manyphilosophersseem readyto give
in to these doubts and accede to some form of epiphenomenalism:here, the view
that mental phenomena exert no causal influence over the course of physical
events. A good many others "resist"epiphenomenalismby maneuversso subtle
thatit is mainly on theirown impassionedtestimonythatthey arenot countedinto
the first camp. Still otherphilosopherswould junk mental phenomenaaltogether
ratherthan-see them causally enfeebled.
All of this adds up to what has been described as an outbreakof epiphobia.
(Epiphobia =df the fear that one is turning into an epiphenomenalist.3)Even
allowing for the strangelogic of thought disorders,it has to be said that this one
is asserting itself at rather a surprisinghistorical moment. Epiphenomenalism
was supposedto be somebody else's problem:somebody long dead, or at any rate
hopelessly out of touch with recent materialistdevelopments like multiple realization and supervenience.Why epiphobia now?
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2. A Story
Time was when epiphobicshad a genuine threatto point to: the gaping divide
dualists had postulatedbetween the mental realm, said to be lacking in kinematical qualities, andthe thoroughlykinematicalphysical realm.Not even Descartes
claimed to understandhow causal relations were supposed to reach across this
divide,4andhis critics (notablyGassendi)found the notion positively incoherent:
you must explain to us how this "directing"of movement can occur without some
effort-and thereforemotion-on your part.How can therebe effort directedagainst
anything, or motion set up in it, unless there is mutual contact between what moves
and what is moved?5

Even at the time, however, such worrieswere easily shruggedoff by philosophers
who, while agreeing with Descartes thatthe mind was something apart,had their
own ideas about its particularnature.(Gassendi is a case in point: "I will grant
you [thatyou are really distinct from your body], but will not thereforegrantthat
you are incorporeal..." 6) Centuriesof subsequentsquabblingabout the intelligibility of cross-categoryinteractionnever quite succeeded in breakingthis stalemate. No argumentfrom the gaping ontic divide between mind and body could
get a grip, simply because no one felt sureof what the divide's mentalside looked
like.
Then the brainstormhit that the mind's precise characteristicsmight not
matter; trouble for mental causation could be conjuredout of physical assumptions alone.7Never mind whethermentalcausationis beyond understanding(that
depends on the naturesof the relata,hence in particularon the natureof mind), it
is enough for the epiphenomenalistif it is beyond belief. And that mental causation is beyond belief can be maintainedjust on the strengthof the physical realm's
well attestedautonomyand self-sufficiency. A strategylike this was employed by
C. D. Broad in his "argumentfrom energy"
I will to move my arm, and it moves. If the volition has anythingto do with causing
the movement we might expect energy to flow from my mind to my body. Thus the
energy of my body ought to receive a measurableincrease, not accountedfor by the
food that I eat and the oxygen that I breathe.But no such physically unaccountable
increases of bodily energy are found,8

and his "argumentfrom the structureof the nervous system"
...the nervousprocesses involved in deliberateaction do not differ in kind from those
involved in reflex action; they differ only in degree of complexity... So it is unreasonable to suppose that the mind has any more to do with causing deliberateactions
than it has to do with causing reflex actions.9
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But it was Norman Malcolm in "The Conceivability of Mechanism"who first
graspedthe new genre's full potential.Assuming a physical theoryrich enough to
"providesufficient causal explanationsof behavior,"
the movements of the man on the ladderwould be completelyaccountedfor in terms
of electrical, chemical, and mechanical processes in his body. This would surely
imply that his desire or intentionto retrievehis hat had nothing to do with his movement up the ladder.'"

The most importantstimulusto contemporaryepiphobiais this argumentof Malcolm' s. Because it sees would-be mentalcauses as preemptedby underlyingphysical states, we can call it the argumentfrom below. Laterit will be set out in more
detail but the essence is simply this: with each physical effect causally guaranteed
by its physical antecedents,what is there left for its mental antecedentsto do?
Although the argumentas stated targetsmental causes, the underlyinglogic
applies to all nonphysicalstates. If an effect is causally inevitable given preexisting physical conditions, then the effect's biological, geological, economic, etc.
antecedentsarejust as much out of a job as its mental ones. Whetherbecause of
concern aboutthe sweepingness of this result or for some other reason, attention
has been shifting to a second and in some ways more discriminatingargument,
the argument from within.

The targetthis time is intentionalmental states: states like belief and desire
individuatedin terms of truthor satisfaction conditions. If Putnamis right that
truthconditions can vary between internally indiscernible agents (e.g., me and
my doppelganger on Twin Earth), then intentional states are extrinsic, or not
wholly a matterof what goes on within the thinker's skin."'Add to this that it is
intrinsic states that determinecausal powersyou can change [extrinsic states], remove them, or imagine them to be different in
variousrespects, withoutever changingthe causal powers of the object or person that
is in this extrinsic condition-

and you see the problem:
how can extrinsic facts about A, depending as they do on factors that are spatially
and temporally remote from A, help explain A's current behavior? Surely what
explains, causally explains, A's raising her arm or pushing a button are intrinsic
facts about A.'2

Any behaviorthat beliefs and desires might seem to generatemust really be due
to some intrinsic surrogate: syntactic states, perhaps, or narrowly contentful
attitude-analogues,or even brainstates.13Intentionalcauses arethus displacedby
factors internalto the agent, which gives the argumentits name.
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3. The Connection
The key point for us is thatmentalcausationfaces two separatethreats:"from
below" and "from within." With so much effort gone into distinguishing these
threatsin recentyears,'4no one seems to have noticed thatthey areconnected,and
in a way thatmakesthemmoreformidableas a packagethantakenseparately.Any
decent responseto BELOW(as I'll call it) will have to make use of the principleof
proportionality:causes must be proportionalto their effects.
But, WITHIN can claim to be little more than an application of the very same
principle!If thatis rightthen we aredamnedif we do (accept proportionality)and
damned if we don't; either way, one of the two argumentsgoes through. How
proportionalityis supposed to play this double role is the topic of the next few
sections, but in general terms the idea is this.
Start with the physical states that BELOW casts as preempters.Seen in the
light of proportionality,these appearto be overloadedwith unneededmicrostructural detail. (Had my pain been implemented in a different microphysical way,
the effect would in all likelihood still have occurred.)As for the mentalstates they
are said to preempt,these are simply the result of strippingsome of the unneeded
detail away. But then to call the mental state an unneededexcrescence gets matters exactly backwards.You might as well say that since my screaming"wakeup
rightnow! !"in my cat's ear sufficed to wake him, my screamingin his ear as such
made no contribution;it was only along for the ride.
All right so far. But now WITHIN chimes in that intentional "causes"are
also overloadedwith unneededdetail, not microstructuralthis time but extrinsic.
Regardlessof whethermy desire had been for wateror twater,as long as I stayed
intrinsicallythe same the behavioralresults would not have been any different.
The question is, why should this excess extrinsic detail be any less offensive to
proportionalitythan the unneededmicrostructuraldetail of the last paragraph?
This is a question I hope to answer.After variouspreliminariesand softening
up exercises in the next few sections, the argumentwill unfold in three stages.
First,WITHINis not an applicationof the same principleused to defeat BELOW.
Second, BELOW falls to a principle that is tolerant of intentional causation,
albeit intentionalcausation of an interestinglyunexpected sort. Third,WITHIN
relies on an enormously stronger principle that underminesjust about any intuitive causal relationyou care to mention. Details will be given in due course; for
now proportionalityis left at an intuitive level so as to give WITHIN the best
possible run for its money.
4. The Argument from Below15
According to closure, each physical outcome E is causally guaranteedby
some priorphysical C.16 Dualism says thatno mental C* is identicalto any phys-
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ical C. Exclusion says that if E is causally guaranteedby C, then no C* distinct
from C is causally relevant to E. These three assumptions granted,no physical
effect owes anythingto its mentalantecedents.How can it, with underlyingphysical states alreadyensuring that the effect is going to occur?'7
All of the assumptionscould be quarreledwith, but closure and dualism can
be consideredthe price of admissionto the debate. Someone who denies dualism
(e.g.) thinks that mental states are physical states and so is not interestedin any
supposedthreatfrom below. It makes sense then to focus on exclusion, which has
in any case an obvious problem. Look again at what is being claimed:
for every "form of nonidentity" R (every irreflexive relation) and every
R-relatedpair C and C*, if C is causally sufficient for an effect then C* is
causally irrelevantto it.
No doubt there are some irreflexive relations R whose relata do compete for
causal influence as the principle says. But for many Rs this competition arises
only sometimes, and for others it never arises. R = causation is a case in point;
taken at its word, the exclusion principle predicts that E owes nothing to the
causal intermediariesby which C brings E about! This shows that the exclusion
principle is overdrawn.But is it overdrawn in a way that bears on the causal
relevance of my pain? How plausible is it really that my pain serves as a causal
intermediarybetween its physical basis C and my grimace?
Never mind that this would require my pain to be literally an effect of C,
whereas pain intuitively stands in a closer than causal relation to its physical
basis.'8 The relationpain bears to C is, as the word "basis"attests, often thought
to be causal-like; it is considered a dependency relation of some sort.'9 And
that ought to be just as good. The real difficulty is still to come. Much as we
might like the idea of our thoughts and feelings functioning as intermediaries,
how exactly are they supposed to be slotted in? If there were gaps in the physical event-chains linking brain states to behaviors, then (who knows?) mental
states might perhaps find work plugging them. This would violate the exclusion principle but only in the way that intermediariesdo generally. To foist my
pain on a process that is complete and self-sufficient without it, though, goes
against what seems right in exclusion: a thing can do causal work only when
causal work is there to be done.
5. Dependence
A lot of people seem to think that the best way of getting mental states in on
the causal act is to make them strongly enough dependent on physical states.
(Supervenient dependence is particularlyrecommended in this regard.) But a
dependentis ontologically posterior to what it depends on, and so all the dependency hypothesis achieves is to cast my pain as a lagging indicatorof the fact that
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a process causally sufficient for the effect is alreadyunderway. T. H. Huxley saw
this implication already in the last century and did not flinch from it:
all states of consciousness...are immediately caused by molecular changes of the
brain-substance...our mental conditions are simply the symbols in consciousness of
the changes which take place automaticallyin the organism...thefeeling we call volition is not the cause of a voluntaryact, but the symbol of thatstate of the brainwhich
is the immediate cause of that act.20

Those of us who do flinch from Huxley's conclusion have our work cut out for us.
If mental states do not depend on "molecularchanges of the brain-substance,"
how are they connected to brain activity? What alternativepicture of mental/
physical relations is available?
Of course, one clear alternativeis mappedout by the identitytheory.Thereis
no question on this theory of pain's dependingon (brainstate) C, for C is already
a state of pain. Anotherthing there is no question of on this theory is C's beating
pain to the causal punch. It is only in the matter of truth value that the theory
disappoints. Identicals necessitate one another,but any state specific enough to
necessitate pain (a condition we assume C to meet) is too specific to be necessitatedby it in return.C is thus one of a numberof brainstates C, each necessitating
pain asymmetrically.21
No surprises so far. The surprise is that an essentially similar picture, in
which (certain) brain states are already states of pain, continues to be available
even if the identity theory is rejected.An analogy shows how this can be. Just as
pain is not identical to any of the brain states Ci that necessitate it, red is not
identical to any of the more precise shades Ri (scarlet, crimson, etc.) that necessitate it. Yet there is no question of redness dependingon scarlet,for to be scarlet
is already to be red. Scarlet is, as we say, a way of being red, or, in an older
terminology, a determinateof redness. Why shouldn't the Cis likewise be determinatesof pain?22
At last we have hit on a relation that brain states plausibly bear to mental
ones23 and thatmakes nonsense of the causal competitionidea. Imagine a pigeon
Sophie trained to peck at red shapes. No one would call the triangle's redness
irrelevantto her pecking on the groundsthat the effect was alreadyprovided for
by its specific shade of red.24Nor would anyone thinkthat my screamingas such
was irrelevantsince my screaming "wake up!!" was sufficient. Examples like
these confirm what seems obvious anyway: determinatesdo not preempt their
determinables.25Understandpain as a determinableof the Cis, and preemption
should not be possible in this case either.
6. Determinables and Causation
The argumentfrom below rests everythingon a certainprinciple:a sufficient
cause drains whatever it bears R to of causal relevance. But the principle is not
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true when R = the determinate/determinablerelation. Since this is a relation in
which physical and mental states plausibly stand, my pain can (for all anyway
that BELOWhas to say about it) be relevant to effects for which my brain state
suffices.
To stop here though leaves the impression of a power sharing arrangement
between pain and brain state-an arrangement,indeed, favoring the brain state,
since it after all suffices for an effect to which the pain claims only some unspecified relevance.
One could try to counter this impression by enlarging on what has already
been said, viz. thatto be in pain is part of what it is to be in such and such a brain
state. When one state is included in another,any influence that the first has on
subsequentevents is included in the influence had by the second. Brain state and
pain thus sharepower in a more literal sense thanthe one intended:not by dividing it up between themselves, in the way that books share space on a shelf with
other books, but by possessing it in common, in the way that an encyclopedia
shares shelf space with the volumes making it up.
And yet built into this account of how the two states share power appearsto
be a concession thatthe brainstate has morepower. (Justas the encyclopedia fills
more space.) This greaterpower shows up quantitativelyin the fact thatmy brain
state bears the most powerful form of causation-causal sufficiency-to more
effects than my pain. And it shows up qualitativelyin the fact that each of these
extraevents (e.g., say, my grimace) is more the effect of my brainstatethanof my
pain. Because again, it is the brain state that stands to the grimace in the most
powerful form of the causal relation there is.
I say thattwo distinct notions of "effectiveness"are being runtogetherhere,
in a way we need the principle of proportionalityto help us sort out. There is no
denying that my brain state has the quantitativeadvantagementioned. But sufficing for more effects is one thing, greaterlicense to claim them as your effects,
another.And proportionalitysays that my brain state may well be in a worse
position to cause some of these additionaleffects than is my pain.
How we confused ourselves was by thinkingof sufficiency and relevance as
unequallypowerful forms of causation, when in truththey are not forms of causation at all. X can be relevantto Ydespite omitting factors crucially importantto
Y's occurrence(my addressingthe cat was relevant to its waking) and sufficient
for Ydespite incorporatingany numberof irrelevantextras (its waking was causally guaranteedby my shriekingin its pointier ear at a prime numberof decibels
a message with the semantic content that it should immediately wake up). But X
does not cause Yunless it is proportionalto it, in a sense thatat least implies some
degree of freedom from these excesses.26
If causation is subject to a proportionalityconstraint, what does that say
about my brain state's claim to be more the cause of my grimace than its mental
competitor?Arguably it is the brain state, weighed down with superfluous microphysical detail, that suffers in the comparison. After all, I would still have
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grimacedeven if my pain had occurredin a differentmicrophysicalway. Whereas
the issue of how I would have behaved had the brainstate occurredin the pain's
absence cannot even be raised, because the brain state includes the pain.
7. The Argument from Within
This is where WITHINsees its opening. I desire water and extend my hand.
But of course Twin Me, who desires not water but twater,would have done the
same in my circumstanceS27 as indeed would anyone intrinsicallyjust like me,
even a Swampelganger Me with no intentional states whatever. So intentional
states, like brainstates, are overloadedwith unneededdetail. The only difference
is that this time the unneeded detail is "without"ratherthan "below."
If beliefs, desires, and the like do not cause behavior,what does? The only
remainingcandidateswould seem to be intrinsic states of some sort: syntactical
in nature,or neural,or narrowanalogues of the attitudes.But we know from the
Twin Earth examples that states like these do not of themselves represent the
world as being any particularway. (What they can perhapsclaim is association
with a staggering array of different truth-conditions,which depending on the
causal/historical context in which they are imaginedto be embedded;see section
11. But context aside, the intrinsic counterpartof my belief that water is wet no
more concerns H20 than XYZ, and no more these than a pattern of electrical
signals emanatingfrom the walls of some brain-readyvat.) And now we see the
real threatposed by WITHIN:the part of our mental life with the strongestintuitive claim to influence behavior-the partrepresentingthe circumstanceswhich
that behavior seeks to change, and the outcomes it seeks to bring about-may
have to take a back seat to states with limited or nonexistent representational
powers.
8. A Nomic Analogue
Notice a way in which this reasoning stops curiously short. Fixated as we
become on the causally excessive aspects of intentionalstates, and determinedto
find relief in intrinsicsurrogates,it never occurs to us to ask whetherthe intrinsic
surrogatesmight not be excessive in their own way.28I want to sneak up on this
question by switching temporarily(until section 13) to a nomic version of the
argument.
Imagine that we are asked to find the cause of someone's receiving a speeding ticket near a police radarunit; in a familiarjargon, we are asked to solve "X
caused her to 'beticketed"for X. Bearing in mind proportionality'scall for an X
thatis enough for the effect withoutbeing too much,we quickly see thatthereare
two opposite ways of bungling the task, illustratedby
(1) her driving throughthe radarcaused her to be ticketed, and
(2) her speeding throughthe radarsober caused her to be ticketed.
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respectively.Herdrivingthroughtheradarwas notenough,since she hadto be driving over the speed limit, while her speeding throughthe radarsoberwas too much,
since her sobrietyhadnothingto do with it. The truecause will be an event thatlies
somewherebetween the two, presumablyher speeding throughthe radarper se.
Now let the task be to solve "Xsceteris paribusconductelectricity"for X-to
find a nomic ancestorratherthana causal one. Again thereseem to be two roughly
opposite ways of going wrong. This time let our examples be
(3) matterc.p. conducts electricity, and
(4) pennies c.p. conduct electricity.
Because lots of matterdoesn't conduct electricity, including some paradigmatic
enough not to be scaredoff by the ceteris paribusclause, (3) has an underspecific
antecedent,making it an overgeneralization.(4) has the opposite problem;copper conducts electricity regardless,so (4) is an undergeneralizationwith an overspecific antecedent.
This suggests that laws too observe a kind of proportionalityconstraint.For
it to be a law thatAs are c.p. Bs, A should be determinateenough to make (other
things equal) for B, but that's all; there should be no piling on of nomically
irrelevantdetail. Otherwisewe runthe risk of breakingunitarygeneralizationsup
into a large numberof pointlessly differentvariants:"penniesconduct electricity," "copperfoil conducts electricity,""thebottoms of RevereWarepans conduct
electricity,"and so on.
Isn't nomically irrelevantdetail just what we are getting, though, in intentional generalizationslike "peoplewho want waterc.p. go aheadand drink"?Any
behaviorissuing from my intentionalstates issues equally from the very different
intentional states of my otherworldlyTwins. Set against the intrinsic properties
they and I share, that it is water I want looks like precisely the sort of nomic
irrelevancythatproportionalitywarns against. Ignoringthis warningamountsto
turning our back on a great mass of unitary causal generalizations, namely all
those entailedby the fact thatdoppelgangersbehave identically despite believing
and desiring differentthings.
That was the promised nomic analogue of WITHIN.No one could object to
the principlebehind it; carving up unitarygeneralizationsis a bad thing. But if it
is bad when the generalizationsare over Twins, then it is bad whatever they are
over. At a minimum,then, the argumentis too quick. Nothing can be concluded
until we considerwhat other generalizationsmight be on the choppingblock; and
whetherit was the Twin generalizationsthatput them there;and which should be
sacrificed if we are forced to choose.
9. Missed Generalizations
A fact that tends to get lost in all the excitement about our Twins is that we
have no Twins.Neitherhere on Earthnor anywherein darkestspace can molecule
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for molecule duplicatesof flesh and blood humanbeings be found. As an immediate consequence, the forgone generalizationsof the last paragraph(which say
in effect that anyone intrinsicallyjust like SY is in his circumstancesgoing to do
just as he does) are generalizationsover things all but one of whichfail to exist.
This may not make the generalizationsany less true, but neither does it recommend them as crashinglyimportant.29Still less does it recommendthem as crashingly more importantthan the generalizationswe forgo if we insist on intrinsic
typing-especially since these latterrange over things a great many of which do
exist.
I am aboutto drinksome water,and somethingtells me I'm not the only one.
Is there anythingaboutthe membersof this groupto set us apartfrom the general
runof others?The temptingreply is thatwe are the ones who want some water.30
Pretendingfor argument'ssake that soda, coffee, whiskey, and the rest are yet to
be developed, so thatwateris the one and only drinkable,we can put the relevant
law like this:
(5) people who want water c.p. have a drink.
But now notice something importantabout the world's water-wanters.Once we
get beyond their shared extrinsic propertyof being in a state with waterish satisfaction conditions, they are an exceedingly miscellaneous bunch.Unprincipled
disjunctions aside, any intrinsic feature they possess in common is likely to be
shared as well by a good many non-water-wanters.3'If we insist on intrinsic
typing nevertheless, the unitarygeneralization(5) breaksup into a jillion variations on the theme of
(6) people intrinsicallyjust like SY c.p. have a drink.
And why should decoupling me from my Twins, who after all don't exist, be
thought worse than decoupling me from my drinkingbuddies, who after all do?
Stop right there, you say-"generalizations entailed by the fact that doppelgangers behave identically"wasn't supposed to mean generalizationslimited to
doppelgangers,but rathergeneralizationssubsumingdoppelgangers;the plea in
other words was not on behalf of (6) but something more like
(7) people in intrinsic state F c.p. have a drink,
whereF is some limited shareableaspect of SY's total intrinsicstate. So, contrary
to the last paragraph,the generalizations we forgo by typing intentionally, and
incurby typing intrinsically,have plenty of real world instances.Add to this that
(7) improves on (5) in extending to these instances' counterfactual doppelgangers, and the verdict is clear.
Some such line of response is the intrinsicalist's best bet. But it overlooks
one thing: only (6) can be described as a generalizationentailed by the fact that
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doppelgangersbehave identically in the same circumstances.32What we have in
(7) is theform of a generalizationthatthe intrinsicalisthopes for. Generalizations
like this may well exist, but only if it proves possible to pare my total intrinsic
state down to a part that, while specific enough to make c.p. for drinking,is not
so specific as to be peculiar to myself. And the fact that doppelgangersbehave
identically cannot itself decide this issue-at least, not by any argumentthat we
have yet seen.
10. Bracketing
To think of (7) as a casualty of intentional typing is premature;all that it
representsso far is a lost opportunity.And yet, it is possible to wonder how there
canfail to be interesting(7)-type generalizations.Aren't these guaranteed,more
or less, by the existence of (5)-type intentionalgeneralizations,togetherwith the
fact that how people behave in a given situation depends only on what they are
like intrinsically?If it is true, for instance, that
(5) people who want water c.p. have a drink,
then given the irrelevance to this behavior of their purely extrinsic features, it
should also be true that
(8) people who [want water] c.p. have a drinkwhere [wantingwater]is wantingwaterwith its purelyextrinsicaspectsbracketed
away.33This amounts in fact to a recipe for intrinsicalizingintentional generalizations like (5). Simply substitutefor each offending attitudethe corresponding
battitude,that is, its image underthe operationof bracketing.34
Sounds promising, but why stop there? If the recipe works at all, it gives a
way of intrinsicalizingnonintentionalgeneralizationsas well: substitutefor each
offending G the corresponding[G]. I have heard, for example, that people from
large families are by and large gregarious.But gregariousnessin a given context
dependson intrinsicfeaturesalone; a gregariousperson's intrinsicduplicatesare
not going to be taciturnand withdrawn.Apparentlythen there has got to be an
intrinsic propertyof [being from a large family]-the intrinsic "core"of being
from a large family-that also makes c.p. for gregariousness.Again, the poor
must sharean intrinsicpropertyof [poverty]thataccountsfor theirfeelings of not
having enough food in their stomachs. And now the fallacy must be plain. The
most that follows from the irrelevanceof the purely extrinsic is that each waterwanterhas some intrinsicfeature or other that leads c.p. to drinking.The further
conclusion thatthey share an intrinsicfeaturethatleads to drinkingis just wishful
thinking.
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11. Battitudes
How wishful it is can be seen by looking at the two main theories of the
battitudes. One gives us states that are shared but not sufficiently specific, the
other, states that are specific but not shared.
The simplerof the two theories says thatyou sharemy [belief thatp] iff some
possible doppelgangerof yours believes that p.35 (Similarly for desire and the
other attitudes.)Twin Me on Twin Earth[wants water],for instance, since he has
a doppelganger,myself, who wantswater.Doppelgangersof otherterrestrialwaterwanters[wantwater]too, not only on TwinEarthbut on all planets, be they actual
or hypothetical.
But it is not just doppelgangerselsewhere of terrestrialwater-wanterswho
[want water]. Doppelgangershere of extraterrestrialwater-wanters[want water]
too. And now it becomes hardto think who does not [want water] on this theory.
For let Dino be a personwantingessentially any old thing.36And let Twin Dino be
Dino' s doppelgangerin a worldwherethe-thing-that-manifests-itself-in-the-waythat-the-object-of-Dino's-desire-actually-manifests-itselfis water. Twin Dino
wants water in that world, so Dino [wants water] in this one. Battitudes as explained by the first theory are thus wildly underspecific, turning"people [wanting water] c.p. have a drink"into a gross overgeneralizationalong the lines of
"matterconducts electricity."
Why does the theorydeliver such coarse-grainedresults?Reformulateit like
so and the reasons jump out: you and I share a battitudeiff there are worldly
contexts, not necessarily identical, in which your doppelgangerjudges the same
propositionas mine. Each of the highlightedphrasesmakes for a separatekind of
trouble. "Not necessarily identical" leaves the door open to tailoring the two
contexts so as to offset bona fide battitudinaldifferences. PerhapsDino is a martini fiend would sooner chew tinfoil thantake in a dropof any otherliquid, but the
fact thathe (or rather,his doppelganger)would want waterin a world where it was
waterthatlay behind martini-appearancessuffices to make him a [water-wanter]
like me.
All right;we need to dropthe "notnecessarily identical"and requirethatthe
same propositionbe judged in the same context. That we are free to choose this
context at will (due to the existential quantifier"thereare")means thata problem
remains. Battitudes that are capable of latching onto different propositions are
absolutely distinct.37But a capability is not the sort of thing that every context
can be relied on to register.Sargon's [longing to visit the MorningStar]was quite
a differentbattitudefrom his [longing to visit the Evening Star], even if he lived
out his days in a setting where theirdistinctnessdid not manifestitself in different
propositionaloutcomes desired.
Where are we? Not only should battitudinalizersbe compared in the same
context, that context should be allowed to vary arbitrarily.Both of these modifications togethergive us the second main theory of the battitudes.38For someone
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to share my [belief thatp], their doppelgangerin w should believe (not the proposition p thatI in fact believe, as on the first theory but) the propositionp(w) that
my doppelgangerin w believes.39And this should hold not for a single world w
(as on the first theory) but all of them.40Put anotherway, battitudesare individuated by the functions they induce from worldly contexts to the singularpropositions that get judged in those contexts.
Not just anyone is going to share my [belief that p] on the new approach.
They are going to have to grasp or conceive p at least somewhat as I do, lest the
difference induce a different proposition believed in some faraway world. But
how much similarity of conception are we talking about here? All it takes for a
thinkernot to share my [belief thatp], remember,is that there be something in
their take on reality, no matterhow little connected to p, that in some world w,
however distant or contrived, swings the propositional content of their belief
away from that of my doppelgangerin w. It is naturalto wonder whetherthere is
any difference in [attitude]that could not be exploited to achieve this result in a
suitably wacky world.
Here is why. What my [belief thatp] is about in a world w depends on what
it is in covariationalthrallto there. But on anybody's account, the covariational
channels throughwhich content flows are shaped and sustainedby various sorts
of externalprops:paradigms,measuringdevices, experts, and the like. No doubt
there are worlds in which all available props converge on the same external referent;all the instrumentsagree as it were. But there will also be worlds in which
switchingthe propputsthe thinkeren rapportwith a differentreferent.Any change
in [attitude]with even the potential to shift my allegiances as between props thus
engenders an actual change in the function from contexts to attitudesthat constitutes my [belief thatp]. And it is hardto thinkhow a change in [attitude]could
lack this potential-how I could "changemy mind"withoutin any circumstances
whatever tipping the balance in favor of deference to a different class of paradigms, measuringdevices, experts, or what have you. Variationin any [attitude]
thereforeentails variationin all of them.4'
This problem for the second theory of the battitudescan be called subjective meltdown. Because what we are seeing is that to share my [belief that p],
you must share my total subjective outlook-or, what comes to the same, my
[belief that p] is my total subjective outlook.42If there is anything to subjective meltdown at all, the second theory essentially just inverts the difficulties
we found with the first; it delivers overspecific battitudes, turning "[waterwanters]c.p. drink"into an undergeneralizationalong the lines of "penniesconduct electricity."
12. Battitudes as Overcommittal Anyway
Now for the "real"reasonnot to take it for grantedthatproportionalitybacks
the battitudesover the attitudes.This is a reason that continues to apply even if
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subjective meltdown is somehow avoided-even if battitudesare the separately
identifiablecognitively revealing items theirproponentshave wantedthem to be.
Imagine thatto each of my attitudesA correspondsa distinct subjective state
[A]sythat sums up what I within the privacy of my own head to be in A.43So,
[desirefor water]syis what I do internallyto desire water (as opposed to what I do
to desire fried green tomatoes or to believe that okra is slimy). The state thus
picked out might be a hankeringafter the odorless, tasteless, transparent,riverfilling stuff that etc. etc. But it might equally well be some sort of syntactical
and/or neural state.
The point in eithercase is the same. The appealto these states can exempt the
intrinsicalistfrom chargesof fracturingthe intentionalgeneralization(5) only on
a certain condition: all or almost all water-wantersmust be in the state of [wanting water]s for some value of S. And this is just not plausible. How a person's
water-desire is neurally implemented, the precise mentalese orthography involved, the fine detail of the water's internalmode of presentation,all of these
may be expected to vary enormouslywithout much effect (ceteris paribus)on the
desirer's probabilityof drinking.
13. Back to WITHIN
A case can thus be made thatWITHIN's nomic analogue is guilty of double
dealing. After much handwringingabout intentionalstates' overspecificity relative to this or that intrinsicsurrogate,that the surrogatestates are similarly overspecific relative to their intentional originals is completely overlooked. The
question is how much of this transfersover to WITHINitself, which you'll recall
goes as follows: According to the proportionalityprinciple, causes should not be
overloaded with unneeded detail-detail in whose absence the effect would still
have occurred.But unneededdetail is exactly whatwe aregetting when my desire
for water is nominatedas the cause of my hand going out to the cup. Had it been
twaterI wantedratherthanwater,then, holding my [desire]fixed, my handwould
still have gone out.
Now, it might well be asked why (in the absence of informationabouthow I
came by my altered desire) this counterfactualshould strike us as correct rather
than merely baffling. But our problem is much more basic. Assume that my [desire] does screen off my desire in the way described. This can't itself put my
[desire] in the driver's seat, for my desire might well returnthe favor. Even if it
is true, in other words, that
(9) had my desire been different, then provided my [desire] had been the
same, my hand would still have gone out,
it might also be the case that
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(10) had my [desire] been different, then provided my desire had been the
same, my hand would still have gone out.44
And since (9) and (10) are absolutely symmetrical,any causal advantagethe one
might seem to confer on my [desire] is nullified by the other.
14. Symmetry
At least, my [desire]'s advantageis nullified if (10) is true. The intrinsicalist
will say that it is not. Don't we have a million Frege-inspiredexamples to show
that tiny differences in the way a proposition is presented can have enormous
behavioralramifications?Whereas if differentpropositions are presentedin the
same way (as in the Twin Earthexamples), the same behaviorresults. The clear
lesson of these examples is that behavior is driven less by what one believes/
desires-by the propositionalcontent of one's attitude-than by how that content is grasped.And if so then the very last thing we would expect is thatswitching
the [desire] behind my desire, as in (10), will leave my behavior in place.
Sorry,but the clear lesson of the Frege andTwin Earthexamples is only this.
If we distinguish"whatI believe/desire" from "howI believe/desire it" as factors
in my extending my hand, then adjusting the how-factor alone can affect my
behavior while adjusting the what-factoralone cannot. And this is compatible
with (10), as an example brings out.
Whenever Isaac spots his bubbe in a photograph,he grins in recognition.
Distinguish two factors in the grin on his face right now: what the photograph
depicts (its subject or subjects, in this case my mother), and how it depicts (how
intrinsicallyspeakingthe colors are arrayed).These two factors interactin something very like the way under discussion. Adjusting the how-factor alone can
affect Isaac's behavior-had the photographbeen much fuzzier Isaac would have
been baffled by it-while adjustingthe what-factoralone cannot-leave the colors alone, and regardlessof subject,Isaac grins. Shouldn't we then conclude that
Isaac's behavioris controlledmoreby the picture's intrinsiccolor propertiesthan
by its extrinsic, representational,ones? And if it is controlled more by the color
properties,then the very last thing we would expect is that a differentlycolored
picture of his bubbe would still have lead Isaac to grin.45
And yet, this is precisely what we would expect. Isaac is a boy capable of
trackinghis bubbethrougha huge varietyof photographicimages, and the image
at issue here is not anythingspecial or strangebut the one his bubbe would have
given rise to if the actualimage were for some reasonruledout. Why Isaac should
suddenlylose sight of his bubbein the alternative-imageworld nearestto this one
is hard to understand.Harpingon the fact that a change in intrinsic color properties is necessary and, if suitably dramatic, sufficient for a change in Isaac's
reactiononly drives the problemhome; why should therebe a dramaticchange in
color propertiesin the nearest alternative-imageworld to actuality?
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Here is what the Frege and Twin Earthcases may indeed show: if you want
to stop me from extending my hand, mucking with my [water-desire]alone can
do it, whereas mucking with my water-desirealone cannot. But this is fully compatible with saying thatmany or most ways of muckingwith my [desire]leave my
behavior in place, provided that I keep on wanting water. And it is supremely
compatible with the notion that I would still have extended my hand if I had
wanted water in the way involving the least possible departurefrom actuality.46
So what, in other words, if a desire for water conceived as the-stuff-I-oncesaw-through-an-electron-microscope,or as whatever-she's-drinking,would not
have set my handin motion?The screeningoff issue concerns not these modes of
presentationbut the one(s) I would have enjoyed had I not conceived of water in
the way that I in fact do. (Given the richness and multifacetednessof my actual
conception of water,it would seem bizarrefor there to be no closer alternativeto
my actual conception of water than one robbingmy desire of its motive power.)
So what if a sufficiently perverse mentalese encoding would have cut my desire
off from its behavioraleffects, as long as the closest alternativeencoding(s) are
not perverse?
15. Proportionality
Generalizing madly, let us assert the following: any intrinsic state rich and
is bound to excomplex enough to count as what-I-do-internally-to-judge-that-p
ceed in some respects the causal requirementsof any particularbit of behavior.If
that is right, then the intrinsic causes thatWITHINfavors are as open to charges
of disproportionalityas the extrinsic, intentional,causes that it rejects. Eitherthe
charges standup in both cases-in which case nothing causes behavior-or they
stand up in neither case. I say that they stand up in neither case. But then there
must something wrong with WITHIN's understandingof proportionality.
What could it be? Proportionalityhas been kept at an intuitive level until
now, mainly in ordernot to rainprematurelyon WITHIN's claim to be relying on
the same principle used in the response to BELOW. Suppose we look at that
response again, this time with an eye to what it has in mind by proportionality:
my brain state cannot expose my pain as causally irrelevantto my grimace,
because it is a determinateof my pain;my pain, however,can knock my brain
state out of contentionfor the role of cause, by screening it off and so exhibiting it as not requiredfor, and hence out of proportionwith, my grimace.
Workingbackwards,my brainstate is not proportionalto my grimace because it
is not required;and it is not requiredbecause my pain-one of its determinables,
note-screens it off. Here are the definitions right way around:47
(11) C1screens C2 offfrom E iff, had Cl occurredwithout C2, E would still
have occurred.
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(12) C is requiredfor E iff none of its determinablesscreens it off, and C is
enoughfor E iff it screens off all of its determinates.48
(13) C is proportional to E iff it is both requiredby and enough for E.49
To complete the response we should explain how my pain, having knocked my
brainstate out of contentionfor the role of cause, might come to occupy thatrole
itself. If it were to screen off its other determinates(otherthanthe brainstate, that
is), then by (12), my pain would be enough for the grimace.If it escaped a similar
fate at the hands of its determinables,then by (12) again, it would be required.
Both results together would by (13) make my pain proportional to the grimace
and to that extent its cause.
16. Thick and Thin
Here is what proportionalitymeans in the response to BELOW: you are
proportionaliff you screen off your determinates,and you avoid being screened
off by your determinables.The question is whetherWITHIN can get by on the
same interpretation.Does the fact thatattitudeA is screenedoff from a behavioral
effect by battitude[A] knock A out of proportionwith that effect in the sense of
proportionalityjust laid down?
That depends on how we resolve an unremarkedambiguity in talk of attitudes like A. ThatA is extrinsicis agreed(rememberPutnamandTwinEarth).But
an extrinsic state need not be extrinsic throughand through;it can have intrinsic
parts or aspects. This is obvious in the case of rigged-up examples like being
spherical and P, where P is a property as extrinsic as you like. But there are
plenty of ordinaryexamples as well. Being a horse (stamp,crater,....) involves a
horsy history together with a horsy intrinsic character.Even that paradigm of
extrinsicness, the propertyof being five miles from a burningbarn, is not altogether free of intrinsic content. To be five miles from anythingyou need spatial
boundaries,and it seems an intrinsicpropertyof a thing that, along some dimensions at least, it finally peters out.
Now, from the Twin Earth examples we know that A is extrinsic in respect
of its truth-conditionsor singularpropositionalcontent.50But this does not prevent it from being intrinsic in other respects. One possibility is that A includes
the thinker's internal contributionto the fact that such and such is the truthconditional content she judges; that is, A might be a determinate of [A] = its
image under the bracketingoperation.Attitudes like this, which have their correspondingbattitudesas determinables,will be called thick.Anotherpossibility
is thatA is (relatively) noncommittalaboutthe thinker's internalcontribution;it
is not a determinateof [A]. Attitudes like this will be called thin.5l
How does the thick/thin distinction affect [A]'s ability to knock A out of
proportionwith behavioraleffects? Simple-thick A has [A] as a determinable,
and (11)-(13) say thatA had betternot be screenedoff by any of its determinables
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if it wants to come out proportionalto E. A is not proportionalto E, then, if it is
screened off by [A]. (Compare:my screaming"wakeup! !" in my cat's ear is not
proportionalto its waking up if it is screenedoff by my screamingin the cat's ear
as such.) Whether screening off in fact occurs depends on the details of the
case-on whetherE would still have occurredhad the thinkerjudged a different
proposition by way of the same battitude.But if the factors responsible for the
switch in proposition are far enough removed from the causal scene, then E is
probablynot going to be affected.
About thickattitudes,then, WITHINhas a point; they really are in dangerof
being knocked out of proportionwith typical behavioraleffects by their intrinsic
counterparts.But if you have been following me this far, you will see that thin
attitudes are in no comparable danger. This is because thin A has no intrinsic
determinablesworth speaking of-certainly not [A], for A does not determine
[A]52 -and it takes a determinableof A to expose it as not requiredfor the effect.
Thin attitudeshave nothing to fear from WITHIN.
17. Superproportionality
If a determinableof C screens it off, then C is not requiredfor E. But, why the
restrictionto determinables?What is so special about them that only they have
the power to breakC' s causal connection with E? This is crucialbecause extending equivalent veto power to non-determinableswould bring thin A under the
same proportionalitypressure as thick.53And if thin A loses its advantageover
thick, then not much remains of our defense of wide causation.
So again, what is so special about C's determinables?And while we're at it,
what is so special about its determinatesthat C need only screen them off to be
proportionalto E?
Nothing, you might say.The fact thatC is screenedoff at all shows that,other
things holding fixed, the effect would still have occurredwithout it. And even a
single state not screened off by C shows that C cannot itself supply all of the
effect's causal needs. What is the point of a proportionalitycondition if not to
show "causes"like this the door? Never mind the ineffectual (12) and (13); let's
have
(14) C is superrequiredfor E iff nothing screens it off, and superenoughfor
E iff there is nothing it fails to screen off54
and
(15) C is superproportionalto E iff C is superrequiredandsuperenoughfor E,
BertrandRussell seems to have been in the grip of some such idea in "On the
Notion of Cause."Because here is what he argued,or provided the materialsfor
arguing:
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C cannotcause a strictlylaterevent E except via some causal intermediaryD.
But then C is not superenoughfor E, since it would not have been followed
by E but for D's assistance.55(Nor is it superrequired,since given D it makes
no difference to E whether C occurs or not.) So therecan be no temporalgap
between cause and effect. Can we at least say that C begins earlier than E,
ending at (or after) the time at which E begins? No, for the parts of C occurring priorto E would have to be writtenout as not superrequired.56
The only
true causation is simultaneouscausation.57
So much for the old canardabout the futurebeing causally beholden to the past.
By the time Russell is done the universehas disintegratedinto a loose succession
of moments,each sponsoringfeverish causal activityon a rigidly intramuralbasis.
Now, Russell intended his argumentas a reductio of the whole notion of
cause. But it works better as a reductio of (13)'s overheated conception of proportionality.The real lesson of Russell's argumentis that to insist that causes
screen off subsequent events, while not being screened off by them in return,
imposes an absurddegree of intimacy on causal relations.This perhapsexplains
why no one has ever tried to deduce epiphenomenalismfrom the fact that mental
states are screened off by the causal chains they extend towardsbehavior.If this
sort of screening off were truly disqualifying, epiphenomenalismwould be the
least of our problems; essentially everything would be robbed of its intuitive
causal powers.
No one imagines it makes beliefs and desires epiphenomenalto be screened
off by events subsequentto themselves. But many do seem to thinkit makes them
epiphenomenalthat they are screened off by associated [beliefs] and [desires].
This is interestingbecause it seems to me that to count this sort of screening off
disqualifying also imposes a disastrousdegree of intimacy on causal relations.58
The differenceis thatnow the intimacyis of a modal natureratherthana temporal
one. Insteadof being forced to exist at the same times, C andE areforced to occur
at the same or similar worlds.
18. Dedicated Pseudocauses
Why a modal intimacy this time? Because it is primarilyin modal respects
that attitudes differ from their correspondingbattitudes.As far as this world is
concerned, my desire for water and my [desire for water] are just alike. They
occur at the same time and, Putnam's slogan that "meaningsain't in the head"
notwithstanding,in the same place. (He might as well have said thatpennies ain't
in the pocket, since events within the pocket do not suffice to make them pennies.) To the extent that content is categorical, they can even be said to have the
same content or contents. All of their categorical properties are shared, or near
enough not to matter.Wheremy desire and my [desire] differ is in which of these
propertiesthey have essentially, or, what comes to the same, in their counterfactual careers. The desire persists into worlds where it is water that I want, even
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watergraspedin a differentintrinsicway; the [desire] persists into worlds where
it is thusly that I want, even if the thing thusly wanted is not water.
Using the termcoincident for items thatare categoricallyalike but hypothetically different, we can put the claim like this. Applied to events occurring at
different times, superproportionalityimposed an undue degree of temporalintimacy; applied to coincident events (events occurring at the same time but in
differentworlds) it imposes an undue degree of modal intimacy.59Epiphenomenalism is the least of our problems either way, because too much intimacy of
either sort makes an absolute hash of the causal order.
A few sections back we saw how coincident would-be causes can screen one
anotheroff; in the terms of (14), each exposes the other as not superrequiredfor
the effect. Thatwasjust the tip of the iceberg, however.Anotherscenarioinvolves
three candidate causes, all coincident, with the first screening off the second,
the second screening off the third, and the third screening off the first. (Had the
miller girl guessed the little man's name without guessing "Rumpelstiltskin"his name was "Ralph"-or guessed "Rumpelstiltskin"withoutguessing his deepest secret-he had a still deeper secret-or guessed his deepest secret without
guessing his name-"Rumpelstiltskin" was not his name but that of his invisible
friend-he would still have stampedhimself into the ground.60)Again, none of
the candidatecauses is superproportionalwith the effect. How often does this sort
of situation arise?
Here are some crude statistics to suggest what the superproportionalistis up
against. If Cl, ..., Cnare coincident events each up for the role of causing E, then
Ci causes E, according to superproportionality,only if
for all Cj, E would still have occurredhad C, occurredin Cj's absence, and
for all Cj, E would not have occurredhad Cj occurredin Ci's absence.
Call the scenario where none of the Cis passes this test-where each has its candidacy destroyedby some other-collective self-destruction.Whatwe are afteris
an estimate of its probability.As a basis for calculation let's say thatbetween the
hypothesis that E would have occurredhad Cj occurredwithout Ci, and the hypothesis thatit wouldn'thave occurred,there is nothing to choose; one candidate
cause is a priori as likely to screen anotheroff as not to do so. (This is debatable
but never mind; any other estimate only increases the chances of collective selfdestruction.)Then the probabilityof Ci's escaping elimination at the hands of Ci
is 1/4-for there is half a chance of its being screenedoff by Cjand half a chance
of its failing to screen Cj off. Assuming that these probabilities are relevantly
61
independent, we can reason as follows:
the chance of Ci escaping elimination by Cj = 1/4, so
the chance of Ci escaping elimination altogether = (1/4)'- , so
the chance of Ci being eliminated = 1-(1/4) n-, so
the chance of each Ci being eliminated = (1 - (1/4)n- y.
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This is not a negligible figure, even for small values of n. With two candidate
causes, self-destructionis 56% likely; with three it is 82% likely; with four it is
94% likely; and with five it is 98% likely. With six candidatecauses there is only
one chance in a hundredthat some Ci will stave off elimination.62
It is truethatthe "right"candidatecause could beat the odds. But think what
"right"has to mean here.A Ciwhich occurredin the very same worlds as E would
not be in any danger.But any departurefrom this ideal is potentially a departure
from superproportionality.For E to occur without benefit of Ci in even a single
world w opens Ci up to charges of not being superrequiredfor E. (What it would
take to make the charges stick is a Cjsuch that w = the closest world to actuality
in which Cj occurs in Ci's absence.) Likewise a single world in which Ci occurs
withoutE opens Ciup to chargesof not being superenoughfor E. (Here we would
need a Cj such that w = the closest world in which Ci occurs in Ci's absence.)
Superproportionalitycomes perilously close to the demandthatcauses be unconditionally necessary and sufficient for their effects-as close as the pool of candidate causes permits.63
Pressurizingcauses to exist in the same worlds as their effects is a bad idea.
That E is not likely to have an antecedentquite this modally attunedto it is only
partof the problem.Even if such an antecedentwere found, call it Ce, we would
be hardputto regardit as E's cause.Afterall, this wouldbe an event with existenceconditionsroughlyas follows: E's causal needs are somehow or othermet. Surely
it is not E's causal needs being met that does the causing, it's the whatever-it-is
that in fact meets them.
Imagine though that we stifle our doubts and accept Ce as cause; then our
troublesarejust begun. An event so closely identified with E is in a poor position
to cause other effects, especially if causation requiresthe high degree of modal
attunementnow being contemplated. (Do not suppose that it will cause these
other effects via E. Ordinaryevents like E have long since fallen out of superproportionwith their supposedprogeny.)And how Ce is supposedto be provided
with a superproportionalcause of its own is anybody's guess.64Any comfort that
superproportionalitymight seem to lend epiphenomenalismis thus a sideshow
comparedto its real project. The world we have now is a richly connected cosmos, run throughwith multiply branchingcausal chains. Given the right sort of
ammunition(the right pool of candidatecauses) superproportionalitywould lay
waste to this arrangement,leaving behind a great disorderlymass of effects each
tracing back to an unmoved mover dedicated precisely to it. 65
19. BELOW vs. WITHIN
About one thing WITHINis right: intentionalcauses incorporateunneeded
detail. But all intuitive causes, intentionalor not, are like this. Do we really want
to deny that the miller girl's guessing "Rumpelstiltskin"caused the little man to
stamp himself into the ground, on the basis that so long as she had guessed his
name (whateverit happenedto be) the resultwould have been the same?If so then
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we are well on the way to a world of dedicatedpseudocauses consisting in whatever it takes for a given effect to eventuate.
Now this, coming on the heels of our objection to brainstates as incorporating unneeded microphysical detail, may seem to raise double dealing to new
heights. Intentionalcauses can do it, but neuralones cannot-is thatit? But there
is an objective difference here. C incorporatesunneededdetail iff it incorporates
detail that(as I keep on saying) the effect could have done without,suitable other
thingsholdingfixed. Focus with me for a momenton these "suitableotherthings,"
the ones in whose continued presence the effect would still have occurred.Are
they included in C, or do they lie outside it?
If the suitable other things are included in C, then they remain when the
unneeded detail is stripped away. Stripping that detail away therefore yields a
determinableof C that would still have been succeeded by the effect even in C's
absence. This is how it is with my brain state and my pain.
Now suppose that the suitable other things are not included in C, as when C
is a thin attitudeand what gets held fixed is [C]. Then the result of strippingthe
unneeded detail away (unneeded extrinsic detail in the case of interest) is too
impoverishedto do meaningful causal work.66This sort of unneeded detail will
have to be tolerated,because there is nothing to cover for it in its absence.
The point not to lose sight of is that there is no hope of evading the difficulty by attemptingto compensate the cause somehow for its extrinsic losses.
This can only push the bulge elsewhere, because apartfrom the whatever-it-takes
pseudocauses rejected above, all causes, even purely intrinsic ones, contain an
element of the unneeded.Tradeoffsare unavoidable;we buy relief from one sort
of unneededdetail by takingon detail of anothersort. When the tradeoffsbalance
out, we can attributethe effect to a relatively extrinsic cause or a relatively intrinsic one as we choose.67When a modicum of extrinsic detail buys up an abundance of intrinsic, we have wide causation pure and simple.
20. Innocence
If we could butrecoverourpre-Fregeanintentionalinnocence, it would seem
incredible that the desire leading me to reachjust now for water had much more
to its contentthanthis: I get water.68Whatnormallyandprimarilydrives behavior
is outwardlydirected attitudes,not how those attitudeshappento be encoded in
people's heads.69
And a good thing too. Because think what life would be like if the same
truth-conditionalcontents, variously grasped, induced a comparablevariety of
behaviors, Frustrating,that's what. The more behaviors a fixed set of attitudes
issues in, the harderit becomes for these behaviorsto converge on desiredresults.
How is it that people are so good at getting what they want?70Three generalizations go a long way towards accounting for this. First, people have a tendency to do the subjectively reasonable thing, as defined by their [desires] and
[beliefs]. (Decision theoryis not a complete descriptivefailure.) Second, the sub-
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jectively reasonablething is quiteoften the objectivelyreasonablething, in a sense
defined by the agent's desires andbeliefs. (Lois Lane snubbingClarkKent,whom
she de re adores,is the exception thatproves the rule;it piques ourinterestbecause
it doesn't usually happen.)Third,the objectively reasonableaction is quite often
the objectively right action, in a sense given by the agent's desires and the world.
(Facts relevantto the success of our behavior are generally known to us.)
Imagine that we were the sort of creaturethat was liable to be driven hither
and thitherby variationin [desire] and [belief], even with all relevantdesires and
beliefs held fixed. Then the second of the three generalizationswould be undermined. According to it, the subjectively reasonableaction (the one that typically
gets performed, remember) tends to be the objectively reasonable action. But
how is it possible for these actions to remainthe same when the one is changing
with each shift in [attitude]and the other is staying put? Sensitivity to pure variationin [attitude]hurtsour chances of doing the objectively reasonablething, and
hence of doing the objectively right thing, and hence of obtaining satisfaction.7'
21. Conclusion
Nourished from earliest days on a one-sided diet of Frege examples, and
impressedby the vast causal difference a slight shift in subjective conception can
make, philosophershave assumed that the richerintentionalstates are in subjective detail, the better adaptedthey are to the causation of behavior.
But (as one might have guessed from the fact that it took a Frege to think
them up) Frege examples are special. What ordinarilyhappens is that the agent
could have grasped her proposition in any number of ways at no cost to the
ensuing behavior.This and related oversights lead the standardview to reverse
the true state of affairs. The richer an intentionalstate is in subjective detail, the
more proportionalityarguesfor rejectingit in favor of its subjectivecore.72Better
equippedfor causal duty are subjectively impoverishedattitudes.These are safe
from WITHIN,and, stressing as they do the externalsituationgraspedover subjective nuances, more commensuratewith typical behavioraleffects. Normally I
reach for water because I want water, never mind the phenomenology.73
Notes
1. This paper follows up on "MentalCausation"(Yablo 1992a); it takes back the suggestion there that "wide content" events may be inefficacious since "their "narrow"
counterpartsseem ordinarilyto be more commensurate...with their supposed effects."
I owe thanks to Louise Antony, Mark Crimmins, FrankJackson, Joe Levine, Philip
Pettit, and Sydney Shoemakerfor writtencomments, Georges Rey for an eye opening
conversation,and especially KristaLawlor for discussions in 1993 by which time she
had hit independently on the same basic idea. Too late I discovered Jerry Fodor's
recantationin The Elm and the Expert (1994). Section 20 however owes a lot to his
pp. 40 ff. Research was done at the National Humanities Center with support from a
University of Michigan HumanitiesFellowship.
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I use "mentalcausation"for mental causation of physical effects.
Fodor 1989.
See Bedau 1986.
CSM II, 237.
CSM II, 237. Cf. Lucretius:this "reasoningproves the natureof the mind and spiritto
be corporeal.For when it is seen to hurl the limbs forward,to snatch the body out of
sleep, to alterthe face, andto govern andsteer the entireman-and we see thatnone of
these is possible without touch, nor touch without body-you must surely admit that
the mind andspiritareconstitutedwith a corporealnature"(Long & Sedley 1987,67).
7. Along, of course, with the assumptionthat mental phenomena aren't physical. This
recalls anothercrucial stimulus to contemporaryepiphobia, the Putnam/Fodormultiple realizationargument.See their papers in Block 1980.
8. Broad 1925, 104. I should stress that he is not impressed by either argument.
9. Broad 1925, 100.
10. P. 133 of Watson 1982
11. Putnam1975. Despite ourperfectintrinsicsimilarity,my doppelgangeron TwinEarth
wants twater, the colorless drinkable stuff in his environs, while it is water that I
desire.
12. Dretske 1993, 187, with inessential deletions.
13. See various papersin Woodfield 1982, especially McGinn's; Loar 1985; Stich 1978,
1980, 1983; Fodor 1980, 1987, 1991a, 1991c; Dretske 1988 and 1993; and various
papers in McLaughlin 1991, especially those by Kim and Horgan. Here is Kim's
version of the argument:"semanticalproperties[are]relational,or extrinsic, whereas
we expect causative propertiesinvolved in behavior productionto be nonrelational,
intrinsic propertiesof the organism.If inner states are implicated in behavior causation, it seems that all the causal work is done by their "syntactic"properties,leaving
their semantic propertiescausally idle... How can extrinsic, relationalproperties be
causally efficacious in behaviorproduction?"(1991, 55).
14. See in particularKim 1991, Horgan 1991.
15. There is more on BELOWin Yablo 1992a; there it is called the exclusion argument.
16. Or at least sufficient for E's objective probability.
17. E in this paper is always a token event. But C, C* and so on can be either tokens or
types. Words like "state," "phenomenon, 'antecedent,"and "event" are meant to
share in this ambiguity and as far as grammarpermitsthey will be used indifferently
either way. (Although see note 47.) I appreciatethat some people are scandalizedby
type/token laxity and I apologize to each and every one of them. The alternativewas
to runessentially the same argumenttwice over. See Yablo 1992a,bfor a more careful
treatment.
18. John Searle says that mental states are "causedby and realized in" physical states of
the brain(1983, chapter10). At times he even seems to suggest thatthey are caused by
and identical to brain states:
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

if brainprocesses cause consciousness, then it seems to many people that there
must be two different things, brainprocesses as causes, and conscious states as
effects, and this seems to imply dualism. This.. mistake derives from a flawed
conception of causation (Searle 1995, 60).
Passages like this notwithstanding,Searle agrees thatthereare "two differentthings":
"the sheer qualitative feel of pain is a very different feature of the brain from the
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patternof neuronfirings thatcause the pain"(ibid, 63). His view is thus type dualism;
mentaltypes are caused by, realized in, and distinctfrom,physical ones. Searle sometimes presents (this version of) type dualism as a solution to the mental causation
problem;for many people it is where the problem starts.
19. Part of the reason that supervenience theories of mind met with such a euphoric response was supervenience's claim to
belong to that class of relations, including causation, that...representways in
which objects, properties,facts, events, and the like enter into dependencyrelationships with one another(Kim 1993, 54).
Hence the disillusionment when it sunk in that the standardcovariationaldefinitions
of supervenience failed to capture any such dependency, and the subsequent insistence that "anyphysicalist who believes in the reality of the mental must accept pervasive psychophysicalpropertycovariance..-plusthe claim thata dependencyrelation
underlies this covariance"(Kim 1993, 169).
20. "AnimalAutomatism"in Huxley 1911, 244; the essay dates from 1874.
21. I have run this as an argumentagainst type identity but it is effective against token
identity as well; see Yablo 1992a. Kripke in Naming and Necessity takes a similar
position.
22. Admittedly,the pain/Ct: red/scarlet analogy isn't perfect. This doesn't concern me,
unless the disanalogies are such as to make pain more causally competitive with Ci
thancolors are with their shades. As far as I can see, all that "Yis a determinateof X"
needs to meanin this paperis that YnecessitatesX (not because it has a metaphysically
infallible way of bringingX aboutbut) becauseX is immanentin or includedin Y.This
is all it takes to kill the appearanceof causal competition. To illustratewith a deliberately farfetchedexample, suppose thatphysical states turnedout to be conjunctions
with mental states as conjuncts. Conjunctionsare not in any traditionalsense determinates of their conjuncts, but so what? They do determine them in the sense just
explained, and that is enough; P&Q can no more preemptP than scarlet can preempt
redness.
23. The determinate/determinablestory is meant to apply to tokens as well as types; it is
not just pain as such but the particularpain I am experiencing right now that can be
had in a number of physical ways. Pain stands to its physical determinatesin the
relationthatred bearsto scarlet;my particularpain standsto its physical determinates
in the relation that something's turning red bears to its turning scarlet. See Yablo
1992a, section 6, for more on token determinatesand determinables.
24. Not least because, for all thathas been said so far, Sophie is shade-blindand can't tell
crimson from any other sort of redness.
25. I am not saying that redness inherits causal relevance from scarlet;I amjust denying
that scarlet can deprive redness of causal relevance.
26. Details are given in section 15.
27. There is a considerable traditionof attemptingto answer WITHIN by denying this
sameness; my Twin, unlike me, would have been reaching for twater. (See the first
few papers in Pettit & McDowell 1986, and for criticism Fodor 1991c.) I agree that
there is something my Twin does that is differentfrom what I do, and vice versa. But
I would hate to pin the case againstWITHINon this, for thereis somethingelse we do,
viz. simply reachingout, that is the same in both cases. I want to arguethatWITHIN
is wrong even about the behaviors that my Twin and I have in common.
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28. Yablo 1992a is strangelycomplacent about this; see the "firstremark"in thatpaper's
note 51.
29. If the campaignto purge geology of extrinsic notions has never taken off, the reason
is that intrinsically-as-though-sedimentaryrocks tend to be, well, sedimentary.No
one cares about the counterfactualgenerality thus gained.
30. Of course, it matterstoo thatthis desire is not outweighed by other desires, thatwater
is available,thatits whereaboutsareknown, andso on; I'll takeall thatfor grantedhere.
31. "Oh?Who's to say they don't all have the same sentence of mentalese in their desire
box?" I have two responses. First, Fodorhas promotedmentalese as providing a nonFregeanexplanationof cognitive significance phenomena.This applicationfalls apart
if the relationbetween singularpropositionalcontents and mentalese encodings is not
one-many. (Do not say thatthe relationis one-manyjust when cognitive significance
phenomena force it to be. This suggestion pulls in two directions at once, because a
given attitudewill engenderlots of behaviorsonly some of which carehow exactly the
attitudeis encoded.) Second, the argumentwas supposed to show that narrowtaxonomy was better,because less generalization-killing,thanbroad.Now it looks as though
narrow taxonomy might be less generalization-killingthan broad; it is if a kind of
narrowtaxonomy can be made out that kills fewer generalizations.Who could argue
with that?
32. Actually, not even (6) is entailed by this fact since I have intrinsicduplicatesin a huge
(unlimited, in fact) range of external circumstances. Twin Me may be in circumstances like mine but he is very much the exception.
33. This argumentis already a bit of a stretch, for a reason hinted at in the last note:
water-wantersmay well find themselves in circumstancesmore favorableto drinking
behavior than the common run of [water-wanters].But let me not distract attention
from the more serious worry raised in the text.
34. "Bracketing"makes it sound as though battitudeswere strippeddown attitudes.This
is true in the case of "thick"attitudes(section 16). But I want to leave the door open
to "thin"attitudestoo subjectivelyimpoverishedfor bracketingso understoodto yield
anything worthwhile.
35. That is, some possible doppelgangerof yours has a belief with the singularpropositional content thatp. See Walker 1990 and Stich 1991. I am indebtedto Brown 1993.
36. This is sloppy but not I think in a way that matters.
37. They are certainly distinct in the worlds where they exercise this capability; and if
there, then everywhere, for duplicates are battitudinallyindiscernible.
38. See the first two chaptersof White 1991 (one of which dates back to 1982) and Fodor
1987.
39. This papers over a real problem, namely, how to decide which of the propositions
believed by my doppelgangerin w gets to count as p(w)-p(w) being the proposition
your doppelgangerhad betteralso believe in w if she wants to sharemy [belief thatp].
40. Or as many as makes sense; one doesn't have doppelgangers in every world. I'm
going to ignore this problem.
41. Here is Fodor:
what I use to manipulatethe correlationbetween my elm thoughtsandelms is not
an instrumentbut a botanist. To do that sort of thing, I must be able to pursue
policies with respect to anotherperson's mind as well as my own. And also with
respect to the causal relationsbetween our minds. I am relying on its being reliable that elms will cause the botanist to have elm thoughts; which in turn will
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cause him to utterelm reports;which in turnwill cause me to believe thatit is an
elm I have to do with. Setting things up so that all this is reliable requiresthat I
be very clever, thatI know a lot (for example, I have to know which experts I can
trust)and thatI be preparedto pay what a botanist's services cost. But it is likely
to be worth the trouble (1994, 36).
Fodor says that I have to know which experts I can trust.Had my elm thoughtsbeen
underthe controlof differentexperts, they might have been correlatedin the contentdetermining way with a different kind of tree. But since who I trust about elm is a
function of collateral [attitudes],so is elm's meaning in my neurolect.
42. Compare Block 1991's arguments that narrow content is holistic and Fodor's response in the same volume. Fodor thinks that Block has confused two questions,
namely "whatfixes the propositionalcontent of mentalese token "X"in a given context?" (answer: nomic relations with the outside world, regardless of relations with
collateral mental items) and "whatin my mental life helps to sustain "X"in the relevant nomic relations?"(answer: relations with collateral mental items among other
things):
the N-relation ["thenomological relation N such that your "X" tokens refers to
Xs...iff they bearN to Xs"] is...robust;many theories...mightsucceed in sustaining the N-relationbetween 'dogs' anddogs in this world, 'dogs' andtwin-dogs in
in CousinTwin-world,'dogs' andthings-just-like-our-dogs-except-for-the-ears
world...and so forth. So, many different belief systems might implement the
narrowcontent DOG. Or, if this is not right, Block needs an argumentto show
that it isn't. And, so far, I don't see that he's got one (266).
The argumentI would propose on Block's behalf is thatwhile differentbelief systems
will indeed implement the same N-relations in some worlds, the "and so forth" is
unwarranted.Because the "andso forth"says in effect thatdifferences in surrounding
theoryarenecessarily (across all possible worlds ) incapableof bearingon what "dog"
is N-relatedto. And it is not clear how both of the following can be truetogether:first,
surroundingtheory helps to sustain "dog" in its N-relations, but second, tweaking
surroundingtheory not only does not but cannot affect those N-relations. (Again, a
change of N-relations in any world entails a change of narrowcontent here.)
43. "Subjective"in the sense of "intrinsicto the subject."This is to allow for syntactical
and/or neuralbattitudes.Note that we might want to relativize to otherparametersas
well; the same person may judge the same proposition in different intrinsic ways at
different times, or even at the same time via different mental representations.
44. CompareRuthMillikan: "JerryFodorhas been considerablyexercised (as he likes to
say) by the (undoubted)fact that,knowing only thatit is trueof the girl next door that
John wants to meet her, we cannot predict that John will exhibit next-door-directed
behavior. For John may believe that this girl whom he wishes to meet languishes in
Latvia...But a very straightforward(though extremely fallible) surmise still follows
immediately from the fact that John desires to meet Jane...andfrom this fact alone.
Namely, eventually John will meet Jane (say, after he gets back from Latvia)"(1993,
69).
45. Cf. Walton's claim that to see a person's photographis, or can be, to see the person
(Walton 1984). His concern is whether Isaac sees bubbe; mine is why he sees, or
seems to see, her.
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46. To say it a little more clearly: From (i) no change in behavior without a change in
battitude, that is, a purely attitudinalchange won't do it, and (ii) a purely battitudinal change will do it, it does not follow that (iii) attitudescannot screen battitudes
off. (ii) is irrelevantto (iii) since whether my desire screens my [desire] off turnson
the results of holding my desire fixed while varying my [desire]-not the other way
aroundas in (ii). And between (i) and (iii) there is a palpable gap; what (i) says can
happen throughpure variation in [desire], (iii) says would happen were there pure
variation in [desire].
47. I have framed these definitions, and most of the subsequentdiscussion, with token
causationin mind. For the applicationto types, thinkof C, with or without subscripts,
as qualifying an implicitly given token cause X, and substitute "X has C" for "C
occurs." E remains a token effect.
48. I used to say thatC was enough for E iff no determinateof C was requiredfor E (Yablo
1992a,b). This was a weaker readingof enoughness since determinatesof C had only
to be screened off by some determinableor other, not necessarily by C itself. I now
prefer the definition in the text.
49. Yablo 1992a and 1992b put two furtherconditions on proportionalitywhich can be
ignoredhere. E is contingenton C iff it would not have occurredif C hadnot occurred;
and C is adequate for E iff had C not occurred,E would have occurredif it had.
50. These are differentbut not in a way that mattershere.
51. "Attitude"in this paperhas generally meant "thinattitude"and it will continue to do
so. Note that on the "thick"reading it would be (trivially) false to say that my desire
for water is more widely sharedthan my [desire for water].
52. Nor does [A] determineit; the two arejust incomparable,like the propertyof being a
photo of Isaac's bubbe and the propertyof being a photo with such and such intrinsic
color features.
53. Demonstrablyso, since [S] screens off both if either. Proof: Because thin S's differences from thick lie entirely within [S], [S] occurs withoutthe one in the same worlds
as it occurs without the other. But then E inhabits the nearest world containing [S]
without thick S iff it inhabitsthe nearest world containing [S] without thin S.
54. "Nothing"here means "no state or event actually in existence." The mere fact that
there could have been a state or event that, had it existed, would have screened C off
does not prevent C from being superrequired.
55. "[T]heremust be some finite lapse of time...betweencause and effect. This, however,
at once raises insuperabledifficulties. However short we make the interval ... something may happenduringthis intervalwhich prevents the expected result. In orderto
be sure of the expected result, we must know that thereis nothing in the environment
to interferewith it. But this means that the supposed cause is not, by itself, adequate
to insure the effect" (Russell 1917, 136-7).
56. "[I]f the cause is a process involving change within itself, we shall require..causal
relationsbetween its earlierand laterparts;moreoverit would seem thatonly the later
partscan be relevantto the effect...Thus we shall be led to diminishthe durationof the
cause without limit, and however much we may diminish it, there will still remainan
earlier part, which might be altered without altering the effect, so that the true
cause...will not have been reached"(Russell 1917, 135).
57. That is, cause and effect must begin at the same time. Similar reasoningsuggests that
they must end at the same time as well.
58. The "proportionality"
principlelaid down in the lastparagraphof Yablo 1987 amounted
to (15) restrictedto coincidents; I hereby withdrawit.
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59. Except of course when one of the coincidents is a determinateof the other;then we are
back to simple proportionality.The relation between (token) determinationand coincidence is this. D is a determinateof C iff (i) C inhabitsevery world thatD does, and
(ii) wherever both exist, they are coincident. Details can be found in Yablo 1987,
1992a,b.
60. To avoid any appearanceof scope confusion, the claim is this. Where Cl = her guessing the little man's name, C2 = her guessing "Rumpelstiltskin,"and C3 = her guessing his deepest secret, had Cl occurredwithout C2,or C2without C3, or C3 without Cl,
the effect E would still have occurred.That Cl can occur without C2(etc.) shows that
we have not one event here but three, albeit three coincident events (see Yablo 1987
and 1992b).
61. Assuming, thatis, that (i) elimination at the hands of one candidatecause is independent of elimination at the hands of another,and that (ii) one candidatecause's being
eliminated is independentof another's being eliminated. (ii) is not strictly true since
the hypothesis that Ci is eliminated raises the chances that it was eliminated by Cj,
which lowers the chances thatCieliminates Cjin return.(If CjeliminatedCiby screening it off, then Ci cannot eliminate Cj by failing to be screened off by it, and vice
versa.) The formulain the text is close enough to the truthnot to matter.
62. If the power of eliminationis reservedto Ci's determinatesanddeterminables,chances
of self-destructionare zero until the numberof candidatecauses hits four. And selfdestructionwill always be rare, because of the following fact. Using < for the is-adeterminable-ofrelation,and letting a zigzag be a sequence of Cis such thatCl < C2>
C3 < C4 > ...., a set of candidatecauses self-destructsonly if each of its membersis
connectable by a zigzag to a circularzigzag of cardinalityfour or more.
63. Ordinaryproportionalityraises similarproblems(Yablo 1992b, section 11), butnot on
anything like the same scale. Technically this is because the chances of finding a Cj
screening Ci off (a Cjthat Ci fails to screen off ) are greatlyreducedif we requireCjto
exist in all (only) the worldsthatCiexists in. Intuitivelyit is because a determinateof Ci
thatscreens it off (a determinableof Cithatit fails to screen off ) is primafacie a better
candidatethanCifor therole of cause. Superproportionalityallows Cito be killed off by
its causal inferiors;proportionalitykeeps Ci alive until somethingbetterturnsup.
64. This would be an event with the existence-conditions that something has happened
given which something has happenedgiven which E's causal needs are met.
65. CompareYablo 1992b, section 11. There may be room for a screening-off-typecondition stronger than proportionalitybut weaker than superproportionality.Several
people have suggested the following: C causes E only if C is not screened off asymmetrically, that is, by anything that it does not screen off in return.This is helpful
when the candidatecauses numberexactly two but when n = 3 or more it becomes
possible for each Ci to asymmetricallyscreen off one of its fellows while being asymmetricallyscreenedoff by another.The Rumpelstiltskinexample is (or can be made to
be) a case in point.
66. Assuming thatstrippingit away yields an entity at all-there are questionshere about
the limits of determinability.
67. Note thatas long as neitherdeterminesthe other,Ci and Cjcan both be proportionalto
a given effect. (Which is good; see the discussion in Yablo 1992b, section 12, of
"world-driven"and "effect-driven"causes.) Superproportionalityby contrastleaves
at most one candidate cause standing. (Suppose for contradictionthat Ci and Cj are
both superproportionalwith E. EitherCiscreens Cjoff from E, or it doesn't. In the first
case, Cj is not superrequired;in the second, Ci is not superenough.)
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68. This is a play on the last paragraphof Davidson's "On Saying That":"Since Frege,
philosophers have become hardenedto the idea that content-sentencesin talk about
propositionalattitudesmay strangelyreferto such entities as intensions,propositions,
sentences, utterances,andinscriptions.... If we could recoverourpre-Fregeansemantic innocence, I thinkit would seem to us plainly incrediblethatthe words 'The Earth
moves,' utteredafterthe words 'Galileo said that,'mean anythingdifferent,or refer to
anythingelse, thanis their wont when they come in otherenvironments"(1984, 108).
69. If I said thatthis followed from the fact thatattitudesscreen battitudesoff, I would be
guilty of the very thing I've been warningagainst:drawing an asymmetricalconclusion from symmetricalpremises. (Battitudes screen attitudesoff as well.) I can't appeal to proportionalityconsiderationseither, for there is nothing in the definition of
proportionality-as opposedto superproportionality-topreventtwo candidatecauses'
both being proportionalto an effect, providedthatthey are incomparablewith respect
to determination.(See the second last note, and Yablo 1992a, section 12.) Then why
give the nod to the attitudes?Partly for shock value; partly because of skepticism
about the battitudes;partly because of the rationalityargumentto follow; and partly
because of a hard to defend intuitive feeling that that is the way the tradeoffs play
out-on the whole andfor the most part,you can buy more intrinsicdetail with a fixed
amountof extrinsic (truth-conditional)detail than the other way around.
70. I assume that "gettingwhat you want"at least involves the referentialcontentof your
desire coming true.
71. "But sensitivity to pure variationin [attitude]can work to our advantage.Julie's [desire to be with Jekyll] and [desire not to be with Hyde] combine to put her in Jekyll's
company in his high-functioningperiods while keeping her out of his clutches when
he goes into monstermode. Hasn't she gotten what she wanted?"Apparentlyso. This
kind of case needs furtherdiscussion. (Thanks here to MarkCrimmins.)
72. Using "subjective,"as above, for "intrinsicto the subject."
73. And the orthography,and the neurology.
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